**OPERATIONAL UPDATE**

TO HELP LIMIT THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 OUR OFFICE WILL BE TAKING THE FOLLOWING STEPS EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY:

*Our outreach hours at LaSalle Clinic, Sandwich and Streator VFW's are cancelled until at least April 14, 2020.  
*Our main office will begin shifting our in-person appointments to PHONE-ONLY appointments.  
We will handle all necessary paperwork and make sure it still gets to the appropriate agencies. We will continue our high level of service, just by phone until further notice.  
*Please CALL our office instead of walking-in, as our office will be locked and you will be turned away.  
Due to higher call volumes, it may take a little longer to get back to you, but we will.  
This virus has had a disproportional impact on the elderly population around the world. Considering that more than 50% of our local veterans are age 65 or older, we want to take these measures out of an abundance of caution.

WE APOLOGIZE FOR ANY INCONVENIENCE.

Please visit our website to schedule your next in-person appointment. (APPTS WILL BE AFTER 4/14/2020)  
www.lasallecountyvac.com

815-433-1761